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Musashi in
Kumamoto
Adam Pool & Steven Swanson
Once again, Kumamoto has proven itself a
treasure trove of historical artifacts and one
that is definitely not to be missed is Reigando
Cave. Located along the foot of Mt Kinpo,
west of Kumamoto City (fairly close to
Kusamakura Onsen, also well worth a visit)
and is the last place the famed Swordsman
Miyamoto Musashi ever lived. A man who
undoubtedly embodied “Bushido”, the way of
the warrior.
Born in 1584 (possibly, it’s not officially
documented anywhere) Musashi’s life would
take many twists and turns from his days
as a carpenter to reportedly taking part in
the battle of Sekigahara. However, his most
famous story is his duel at Funashima. Lately
me and my historical Otaku buddy Steven
Swanson were talking about this, so I will
let him, who has had the luck of visiting the
island in question tell you the story....
Sometime in the year 1612, Miyamoto
Musashi took a trip to a small island off the
mainland of Kitakyushu, called Funashima. He
was there to duel with another swordsman,
a man by the name of Ganryu Sasaki Kojiro,
who was renowned for his unique technique,
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Reigando Cave Pictures. – Car park and surrounding views.
- Adam Pool & Steven Swanson

Reigando Cave Pictures. – Car park and surrounding views.
- Adam Pool & Steven Swanson
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the tsubame gaeshi (the swallow counter), and his unusually long “Drying Pole” sword.
Musashi must not have been all that intimidated by this, because he showed up to the fight (late,as usual) with a wooden
sword, crudely carved out of an oar from the boat he had taken to the island. It didn’t fail him. According to the accounts of
those who were there that day, once the duel started, Musashi immediately struck Kojiro over the head (and depending on
who’s telling the story, Kojiro either died instantly, or was beaten to death by Musashi after the blow). Instakill or not, it was
another win for the samurai that would never know a loss. You may call it savage - he would call it another step on the road to
attaining perfection in the way of the martial arts. Welcome to the world of Miyamoto Musashi.
If you go to the island of Funashima now (which has since been renamed to Ganryujima, in honor of Sasaki Kojiro), it might
be hard to imagine the meeting of these two master swordsmen taking place there. Development is heavy on both sides of the
channel. The metropolis of Kitakyushu lies in the background, and a large shipping port has taken up residence across from
the dock on the island. However there is a small display detailing the match between Kojiro and Musashi, a vending machine
bearing their likenesses, and an epic statue. To find other evidence of the power of the families in the region at that time, you
must go to Kokura Castle. Sitting on the northeastern most point in Kitakyushu, the gateway between Kyushu and Honshu,
Kokura Castle was the gatekeeper. It was built by Hosokawa Tadaoki in 1602, and was initially controlled by the Hosokawas,
who introduced Kojiro to Musashi. Musashi had traveled to Kokura in 1612 and sought out a duel with Kojiro, who was a
sword instructor for the Hosokawas at the time. After defeating Kojiro, Musashi formed close bonds with the Hosokawas,
and took up residency at the castle for some time, teaching swordsmanship and giving counsel to the clan. Kokuro Castle is
a beauty, offering an elevated view of the surrounding area. Because of its rich history, it’s jam-packed with historical goodies,
and is definitely a castle worth checking out.
As you can see, it’s a fascinating story and I read it with slight jealousy of Steven, that he’s had the fortune of visiting! But my
longing for travel aside, what does this have to do with Kumamoto? Well it`s Reigando Cave where Musashi spent his final
days and wrote the now world famous Go Rin No Sho or the Book of Five Rings.

Duel at Ganryu Island, Kitakyushu
- Adam Pool & Steven Swanson

Duel at Ganryu Island vending
machine, Kitakyushu
- Adam Pool & Steven Swanson
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Duel at Ganryu Island mural,
Kitakyushu
- Adam Pool & Steven Swanson

The book, which is essentially Musashi’s
life work, covers everything an aspiring
swordsman of the world need to know.
He details his strategy and philosophy on
becoming a successful warrior. While being
a samurai today is not possible (although I
can keep dreaming) a lot of teachings around
strategy and particular the nine principles
outlined in his final teachings can be applied
today. One I think is particularly useful is “Do
nothing which is of no use”. I can definitely
learn from this...
The cave itself is fascinating and in a beautiful
part of Kumamoto. In the brief time where
it seemed Coronavirus was abating I had the
chance to go. I won’t say too much about the
cave area as I feel it needs to be experienced
to be really understood. It is serene and
hidden and maybe the perfect place to feel
Kumamoto’s nature at its finest. There’s also a
small cafe/antique shop a little way down the
road which I think is worth a look too! (When
safe to do so, I should add). It might be tricky
to go right now given the circumstances so
instead please enjoy the photos we included!
Musashi died in 1645 and according to
reports, he was on bended knee with sword
in hand. The kind of dignified death I feel he
would have wanted.

Aso
- Quinlan Fletcher
(Instagram: quinlan_fl)
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Sunrise at Daikanbo, Aso
Lily McDermott
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The storm before the calm
生治

Crimson is the wind that blows,
Soft morning dawns and quaintly glows,
As warmth recludes to beating shells,
Within and without, it gently swells.
Though amber fields, a shade of dismay,
Where fragile leaves were blown away,
Go through and through we nature’s child,
Lay gaze upon the autumn’s wild.
The silver skies that line the grey,
Does sing a tale to lift the day,
An aria within and without,
The storm before the calm.

Who is 生治?
生治 (Seinao) is the poet handle of Lewis Marks, an ALT in Kikuchi Town.
The name 生治 (せいなお) has a double meaning with “Say now, life gets
better,”「生」- meaning life, and「治」- to heal or get better.
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The Scent of Autumn
Estelle Abrial

What is your favorite thing about autumn in Japan? Most
of you will probably answer kōyō (or the Japanese autumn
leaves) and it is definitely one of my favorite things too.
But there has been something else that I have come to
look forward to every year at the approach of autumn
since my first year in Kumamoto: it is the blooming of
kinmokusei 金木犀.
Some of you might have realized, just like me, that in late
September, a sweet and delicate scent starts to fill the air.
The first time I smelled it, I was instantly intrigued. It
smelled delicious, a fragrance between apricot and jasmin,
and I became desperate to know where it came from. A
coworker taught me about the existence of a tree that
blooms at the beginning of autumn called kinmokusei. It
is known as “osmanthus”, “fragrant olive”, or even “tea
olive” in English, as it belongs to the same family as the
olive tree.

Asobaru No Kinmokusei, Kosa Town
- Preston Sangster

The osmanthus is an Asian species that can be found
mostly in Southern China, Taiwan, Southern Japan and
Southeast Asia. Its flowers, sometimes white, sometimes
orange, are so fragrant that their scent can be perceptible
several meters away (hence my struggle to find its origin
back then!). In Japan, a distinction is made between
the white blossoming trees and the orange blossoming
trees, the white ones being known as ginmokusei 銀木
犀 (silver osmanthus). I feel like osmanthus are really
popular in Japan, and some localities even chose it as their
official flower! It is the case for Kitanagoya City (Aichi
Prefecture), and the two Kyushu cities of Beppu (Oita
Prefecture), and Yoshitomi Town (Fukuoka Prefecture).
Just like koyo, or even spring sakura, the scent of
osmanthus flowers doesn’t last long (three weeks, or a
month at most), but that is also what makes it so special.
They usually bloom in two waves each year in a period
that can start from mid-September and can go until late
October, depending on the year.
In Japan, osmanthus flowers are mainly used to make
fragrances, but as I enquired about it, I found out that it
had many uses in other Asian countries, and particularly
in China, where it is known to be originally from. The
flowers, called guìhuā 桂花 in Chinese (keika in Japanese
transcription), are usually dried and used to flavor oolong
tea or green tea, as well as for cooking, to make sweets
or even gyoza. There is also an osmanthus liquor known
in Japan as keikachinshu 桂花陳酒, which is a mixture of
osmanthus flowers marinated in white wine for 3 years.
Must be delicious!
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Kinmokusei
- Estelle Abrial

Ginmokusei
- Estelle Abrial

Osmanthus oolong tea bag
- Estelle Abrial

Osmanthus oolong tea
-Estelle Abrial

For kinmokusei lovers like me, you’ll be happy to know
that flavored tea can be found in some Japanese stores!
Below is a pack of oolong tea bought by a lovely friend
aware of my osmanthus mania. You might still find some
at the Bleu Bleuet store in Hikari no Mori :

Kosa Town’s official website:
https://www.town.kosa.lg.jp/q/aview/1/5066.html
(English available with machine translation).

Now you know about this magical tree called kinmokusei!
For those interested, there is a giant one that’s 18m high
in Kosa Town that has even been designed as a natural
monument (国指定天然記念物, kokuteishitei tennen
kinenbutsu). You can find information on when it blooms
on the official Town website below!
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Avoiding the winter
blues by keeping warm
Niamh Merry
As we creep ever closer to winter and the days get
shorter and colder sometimes it can be hard to get
yourself out of bed in the mornings. Yes, even here on
the southern island of Kyushu winter can bring with
it some bitterly cold weather. But Japan offers many
solutions to combat the frigid temperatures, which will
keep you warm on those cold winter nights. So if you
feel like you need to warm up your body and soul, read
on.
Your air conditioner:
First up, we have your humble air conditioning unit.
(Almost) every apartment has one and some of us may
forget about it once the hot and humid summer days
come to an end. However, many units have a heating
function (暖房) which can go a long way to making
your room just a little bit warmer.
What many people don’t seem to
make enough use of is the timer
function. Using the remote for
your air conditioner you can set
it to turn on an hour before it is
time for you to wake up for work
– making cold toes a thing of the
past!

Kairo (カイロ):
Okay, so you want some tips on staying warm when
you have to leave your comfortable home? Look no
further than the humble Kairo. These heat packs are
self-heating – simply remove them from the packaging
and they will begin to heat up in your hand, clearly
calling on some kind of dark magic to do so. Some
packs can heat up to a scorching 40°
C and can stay
that hot for up to 12 hours!
They come in sticky and non-sticky varieties so, put
them in your pockets or inside your gloves, or stick
them inside your clothes and enjoy the warmth all
day long. They even have ones that are particularly
designed to go inside your shoes and keep your
feet warm! Putting your hand into your pocket and
discovering a still-warm Kairo makes for a very
pleasant surprise.
They can be purchased at drug
stores, conbini, supermarkets
and even \100 stores like Daiso
– so you can be the proud owner
of these self-heating wonders,
regardless of your budget.

Japan offers
many
solutions to
combat the
frigid
temperatures

Heated toilet seats:
When I arrived in Japan in the
middle of the hot summer I
thought the idea of heated toilet
seats was totally bizarre. However,
it did not take me long to change
my tune. These can be found in many shopping malls,
cafes, restaurants and even at your local 7-11 or
Lawson! Some lucky JETs may even have one in their
home. So, turn on those heated toilet seats and enjoy
the warmth - you’ll never want your bathroom break to
end.
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Kotatsu:
Ah, the humble kotatsu; Japan’s
greatest invention. Yes, I said it.
These wonderful table hybrids
are far superior to any robot or
square watermelon produced by
Japan.
Kotatsus come in many shapes and sizes and are,
simply put, a table with a heater attached underneath.
A thick blanket can be placed underneath the table
surface, holding the heat in while still leaving you with
a table to study, eat or do whatever it is you’re doing.
The blankets too can be bought in varying thickness
and designs depending on what you like – Do you want
a kotatsu that is covered in sheep? You can definitely
get one.

Kotatsu
- Niahmh Merry

Kairo
- Niamh Merry

While most kotatsu come in the form of a Japanese-style
low table, it is also possible to get taller western-style table
versions of this wonderful heating device.
Perhaps you already have one gathering dust in your
closet, abandoned and forgotten about by your great
grand predecessor. Or maybe you’ve been eyeing up that
affordable one sitting in the window of your local second
hand store.
Whatever the case, pull up a floor cushion and make sure
you sit underneath a kotatsu at least once this coming
winter – you won’t regret it.
Warm your body up from the inside
Sometimes just getting warm using blankets or hot water
bottles isn’t enough, you need something to provide warmth
from the inside. This is where Japan’s many broth-based
dishes come in. Ramen, Nabe (Japanese hotpot), Sukiyaki
and even curry can create a warmth that radiates outwards
from your stomach. So treat yourself to a meal out on really
cold days, or teach yourself how to cook these warming
meals in the comfort of your own home. Trust me, nothing
can beat a steaming hot bowl of ramen on a bitterly cold
day.
In a pinch, hot drinks from a vending machine can also do
the trick – Coffee, tea, hot chocolate, hot lemon and even
corn soup can often be found in vending machines.

Ramen
- Niamh Merry

Make your space feel warmer
Moving on from things that make you feel physically
warmer, what about your soul? Warm colours, lights and
things that make you happy and comfortable can go a long
way towards giving the illusion of physical warmth. So pile
on the cushions and blankets, hang up some posters of
your favourite band and string up some fairy lights to make
yourself a warm winter den to while away the dark nights.
An empty room with bare walls is always going to feel colder
than a room you’ve worked hard to decorate and make
homely. So put those decoration skills to work and create a
warm space you can be proud of – you just might discover a
hidden talent for interior design.
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Mt Nekodake and tree, Takamori
- Bilal Khan
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A goat couple at Tsukimawari
Park, Takamori
- Bilal Khan
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Bansho Tanada (Rice terraces), Yamaga
- Lily McDermott

Inaka Beauty
- Quinlan Fletcher
(Instagram: quinlan_fl)
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Signs of Autumn, Kumamoto
- Jonathan Kling

Rural Oita 2019
- Jonathan Kling
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